
Year 3 Writing Project 

Week beginning 27th April 

Oxford Owl ebooks – Spaceship Graveyard 

As last week, I would like you to go onto the Oxford Owl 

website to access the Oxford Owl ebooks and read a new 

text ‘Spaceship Graveyard’.  

 

https://www.oxfordowl.co.uk/ 

Username: blox3 Password: littlebloxwich 

 

When you have logged in on My Bookshelf you will 

find the book ‘Spaceship Graveyard’ in the Age groups 

section 7-9. 

 

You can also find instructions on how to access the 

Ebooks under Year 3, Week 3 on the Home Learning 

Page. 

 

Task 1: To read and discuss a new text with an 

adult. 

Look at the front and back covers together – these 

give clues to what the story is about. Answer these 

questions with a family member. 

- What do you think this story might be about? 

- What do you think will happen to the characters 

in the story? 

https://www.oxfordowl.co.uk/


- What do you usually find in a graveyard? Why 

do you think so many spaceships have stopped 

working on this planet?  

The words below are some words in this story 

which you might find challenging either to read or 

to understand. Read these words by saying and 

blending the sounds as much as you can or ask 

for help or get a family member to read the word 

for you. 

 
Continue to read the story through once. Once you 

have read the story answer these questions 

discussing your ideas with a family member before 

you write them down. 

1. Why did max suggest the friends split up? 

2. Had the Meebs been on the planet for a long 

time? 

3. On page 24, why did Tiger grin when he said, 

“Watch out? Of course!”? 

4. How did the friends get away from the Krools? 

 

 

 

 

 



Task 2: Adjective hunt - To recognise adjectives in 

writing. 

Use the information below on adjectives to help you 

complete this task.  

 

The author uses lots of adjectives to add 

description to the story. Can you find the adjectives 

in the text on the following pages? 

_______________ trees (p.4) 

_______________ valleys (p.8) 

_______________ face (p.9) 

_______________ spaceship graveyard (p.10) 

_______________ sculptures (p.10) 

_______________ hard (p.11) 

_______________ spaceship (p.12) 



_______________ rocket (p.13) 

_______________ grip (p.17) 

_______________ insects (p.26) 

 

Task 3: To create an information poster about 

Meebs. 

Use pages 14-15 to help you create your own 

information poster about Meebs. Label your picture 

with words and phrases you find in the text. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Tasks 4&5: Alien Invasion! To plan and write a 

newspaper report.  

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Imagine a mysterious object crashed into our 

school playground. After the children had been 

evacuated the police were involved taking samples 

and collecting evidence. 

Use the WAGOLL newspaper writing report PDF to 

give you an idea of how to write one.  Day 4 

(Thursday) - Plan your newspaper report using the 

ideas in the template below: 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Day 5 (Friday) - Write your newspaper report in 

full: 

 


